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Salut from the Editors

I'd love to be thrown to exalt
by sickling you with pin-ups
but that road is rather over-drawn
and I'm not trying to pick-up. But pick-over
to pick-me-up from the dregs where I feel stuck
Yeah, I'm a stick-in-the-mud sometimes
but it's in my feminist blood and I like it.

lessons in piano, cello, tap, and hair removal 
instructions in skin hygiene, self-hate, and guilt
but none in the art Mary Tighe mourned in 1803
when she birthed a heroine incapable 
of gracefully pronouncing the ungraceful monosyllable No

So something I can say Yes to
Like my dog or like my Dyson
I don't have a problem with sucking it
if I'm the one who starts it. But sucking-up
to this labouring bitch is a flub
When I say I'm a cheap date sometimes
I mean I'm in-dispense-able.

No—

passive and silent won t cut this cake’
won t feed all those hungry souls tutored’
to efface, loathe, bend down, and wretch
proffering bound wrists, licking crumbs
amidst the onslaught of words about my uterus  your uterus –

we re going to need a bigger stick’

-Ada Sharpe and Sarah-Jean Krahn
Canada, September 22, 2012
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An Interview with Jean Seberg                 
Part IV

Stephanie Dickinson

Q: The question has been asked that if you had been only half as beautiful would you have married and had children and been 
an Iowa housewife and not an iconic actress.

SEBERG: The Iowa River schooled me, although I was already bigger than the place I m from. At age four, my father brought’  
me here to watch blue gill and carp bite the hook s surprise. In water they fought the line but once on land, the knife glinting’  
its cornsilk light, they gave up. What world is this? Where can we swim? I saw their wide-open sun-scalded eyes begin to die. 
What a pitiful struggle. It clenched my fists and stole my breath. Throw them back! The fisherman laughed and cut. Slit open, 
you d see the blue gill s petal lungs still pumping. Tiny, translucent clouds of river weather.’ ’

At fifteen, I lived for Screen Lives. You couldn t drag me to the cast and reel. The sneer on Marlon Brando s lip I d trace’ ’ ’  
and kiss his leather jacket elbow s crease. I didn t yet know about the depression that comes from having a public. I d repeat his’ ’ ’  
words. Success on the screen usually means failure as a human being.  “ ”

I was always drawn to metamorphous. 

The four stages of a butterfly. From egg to pupa to chrysalis to flight. I supped the flowers of a six-week life. What could 
be more sacred? I colored walls apricot brandy, scarlet creeper, and breeze. I wore pigeons and tulip trees and learned the 
language of ceilings.

*

Q: The French say you have to break an American girl in like you would a horse. Give me an unforgettable childhood memory 
that broke you.

SEBERG: Once my father snagged a snapping turtle. Its jaws clicking like triggers. Tail, neck, eyes ferociously alive. The rocks 
oozed heat. Bass trees hung heavily with grape vines and the current tugged the river s melting chocolate sludge along. I cou1d’  
see pink suns everywhere imprinted with my face. It was fame. A foretaste. In an instant your world flips its channel from 
black&white to Technicolor. The snapper outfought two men, the third brought him in. 

When my father cut off his head, I wept. 

They stripped the captive of his river shell and ate his strength. I screamed that heart meat is meant only for the chief.

Notoriety baits you like that and then you re cooked. When the world learned the name Jean Seberg, I died. Although it’  
took years for me to realize.
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*

Q: In 1970 the FBI planted the false story that you were pregnant not by your husband but by a member of the Black Panther 
Party. The story s purpose was to cheapen your image.  Subsequently, you took an overdose of barbiturates. Why?’ “ ”

SEBERG: They called me the last all-American girl and so I could never forsake the Midwest. How could I shame 
Marshalltown? My watching parents? My first child Diego floated out of me in a dark house in Spain, an old lantern room that 
once burned a thicket of candles in a revolving chandelier. His father, Romain Gary, who believed we made love best in 
noonday sun, I later married. No one could accuse me of frigidity. Still, I refused to do nudity on-screen and Hollywood 
concocted a skintight body stocking. Then pregnant with my second child, the LA Times broke the Black Panther story.* A gift 
in fuchsia and lavender. Bees buzzed above me like a trance. I followed a trail of butterfly corpses leading me to a water lily 
world. I overdosed and accidentally lived, but two days later my baby died.

Nina, darling, my white-coffin baby. Forgive me, my barbiturate infant. 

The lily forest swamped me. My feet sank in muck and I couldn t free them. I became psychotic or so said Romain, but’  
how can you trust the word of a novelist? Everyone knows about the silences that must be filled. 

* Privately, I d slept with two Panther men but not anywhere near the conception. The ’ LA Times story was factually untrue. 

*

Q: If you could redo one event of your life, relive it with a different outcome what would it be?

SEBERG: If God would allow it I d give birth to my daughter again. Once I dreamed it real. My first two husbands are the’  
midwives and I m back in Iowa at my great-uncle s. The orchard. I m lying between apple trees and filling my lungs with the’ ’ ’  
cider perfume of the cool ground. Romain is feeling my belly to see if the baby has fallen down. Above me black grapes tug their 
wiry vines. Francois elevates my pelvis. Back arched, my mouth s a croak. I rake my fingers into earth. Romain smears fresh’  
butter on my stomach and between my legs softening my uterus, touching, widening the place for the baby. Francois wetting 
my face. Don t look too hard at the ceiling. The girl will never grow breasts. Don t stare at the black green leaves or the child’ ’  
will ever be green with envy. Moon watching creates a sleepwalker. Pushing, the legs propped, the hardest work. My head 
singing with dusk mourning doves.  Romain s hands catch the sluice, fingers there to cradle the girl-thing sliding into this world.’  
Jelly-being, creature fresh from infinity, held up by her feet, crying. I ll blanket us both in ground-soaking summer rain. The’  
cord cut. Test the baby girl s cry, count her toes. I make her breathe. ’

*

Q: In the late 60s and early 70s when you began to immerse yourself in radical politics, did you have any idea the FBI had‘ ‘  
actively begun a smear campaign against you?
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SEBERG: I couldn t imagine huge catfish ready to devour me. Not the scaleless wonder my father called the night-hunter who’  
hides in deep water mud preying upon frogs and fish, that can snatch small birds. 

Think of a thrush trying to fly inside its gullet.

Gossip columnists might come to mind. Or the FBI. Catfish touch with their barbells. Like eyes on stems these whiskers 
endlessly reaching out of the flat-headed bluish-black slime. J. Edgar Hoover kept Nixon himself informed about the sex-
perverted white actress. Monster catfish five feet in length are said to eat small children. And boy-haired gamins. Vampirna 
catfish with poison spines hook themselves to other fish and gorge on their blood. Promiscuous bitch they named me, the 
wiretappers. I picture the underwater world, a frightened existence, a merciless food chain. They auctioned the armor I wore in 
Saint Joan for $50,000.

*

Q: You mentioned wiretapping. What was it like?

SEBERG: They re listening. A radio alarm is blinking. A noise that chants Bible verses and translates into Chinese. ’ Anyone 
who does not love his brother, whom he has seen, cannot love God, whom he has not seen. In my kitchen I make circles with 
my feet to throw them off my trail. I flint blades from blue stone. COINTELPRO. Wiretaps make it difficult. I grind my heel 
into the carpet rather than chat. They re everywhere. Hunched in vans. In my refrigerator. The sky s a legion of wiretapping’ ’  
men in suits and ties with close cropped hair. I hear them mutter. Jean Seberg must be neutralized. The promiscuous wench. J. 
Edgar Hoover prances through my dreams in a black satin off-the-shoulder dress and a string of long white pearls. How would 
she like an FBI .38 shoved into her? My crime a $12,000 contribution for an inner-city soup kitchen. The migraines come. I 
darken my bedroom to full night. The surveillance team has set up a volleyball net in the flat above. Wrist bones spank the ball 
like claps of thunder. The concierge tells me no-one lives up there. Yet day and night I decipher planted messages. 

Nembutals soften the hook they ve pierced me with. ’

My soul s hiding under a fish rag. ’

While the white trout moon suckles all of Paris, I nurse on my pillow.

*

Q: Your interracial love affairs or friendships were said to be triggers for the FBI. On May 1, 1973, your friend Hakim Jamal, a 
black activist, was murdered.

SEBERG: I stood in a tee-shirt and white skirt and leaned over the railing, then I stepped back and pulled my skirt up, fanning 
my slip and legs as if airing myself. I bit back my breath. Jamal thought he was the Almighty. He wanted to speak for the 
cosmos. To free us all from slavery. He liked to lay his women on two folding chairs, head on one, feet on the other, and by his 
consciousness cause their bodies to vibrate, and then levitate. Your soul might be breaking from snow s weight, but when he’  
spoke it flowered into a pale orange monarch. 
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That s what his voice was. Inside his eyes the forests of Mexico waited, high altitude humid ones where butterflies’  
migrated. 

I flew a continent to him. Stupid. 

Thousands of silken soft wings ricocheting between treetops until a million fluttered. He gestured and my torso rose. 
Could I doubt him? An English heiress introduced us. It was pure belief. Sometimes he applied the blindfold. Who can t’  
remember the dark of one monarch trembling on your skin then hundreds seeking warm in your body s crevices, sounding like a’  
great sob. You are the tree and your arm-branches flood. Afterwards you write checks. More and more checks until you realize 
you d been duped. The weight of that more crushing than a wall, a living weight in pieces the gilt silkiness shorn by amber’ —  
wings. A con man s cocoon. I suffocated standing up. ’

The night four killers buzzed his door, he let them in. They were friends who put bullets through his temple. They left 
him wearing a leather thong that cupped his groin like old coins in a Rome fountain. A huckster s death. Still I wept. ’

*

Q: You survived two suicide attempts and even had thoughts of a comeback. What happened?

SEBERG: What is a comeback? It means you ve gone somewhere. Everyone knows about the barbiturates and liquor, but they’  
don t know about the apple trees growing from my chest. The knobbed bark of my skin furrowed like a sun-scorched lizard.’  
Who poured apricot nectar in my veins? Like copper electrical wire my nerves are eaten by mice.

Today I am hollow. My only friends are junkies and film students. Tomorrow I m a pair of leafy wings parachuting into’  
the Moulin Rouge. I crash a party of squirrels. They are gnawing the pronoun I in my marrow. Food no longer tastes like cream 
gravy and cherries jubilee. If what they take in their nostrils is me, I m a haunted aroma. A vanishing image, a yellowish-white’  
mist. Persona. 

*

Q: Your Renault was discovered by an off-duty policeman near the Champs-Élysées. He saw you on the floor in back bundled in 
a blue blanket. Rumors still abound about whether you were murdered?

SEBERG: Third try. I like pills with tragic Greek names, Ativan, Ultram, Xanax. After I shake out one, I fill the waterglass. I 
sit on the toilet for a long time. The drops pinging against the side of the bowl turn into a gushing waterfall, then back to 
gentle spring rain. I chew the purple pill. Two is a perfect number, two is twins. Pill crumbs stick to my tongue like croissants. 
A terrycloth robe hangs from a hook on the door. I like the way I disappear. When I kneel on the carpet, it feels like I m’  
sinking. It s nice here in the warm grass. I don t know how long I ve been kneeling when my teeth start to chatter. The’ ’ ’  
temperature of the carpet is dropping, and the robe feels like snow. I m almost too frozen to stand up, and I have to claw my’  
way out of the terrycloth. I take the pill bottle with me into the hall. I open more doors. Bedroom. Bathroom. Bedroom. A 
shaft of icy sun hits my face from the skylight. My shoulder bumps into the wall. I bounce back and forth. I think I d like to ’
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have wings growing from my back like that man in the photograph, the one with gold hair. Then I find my car keys. How can I 
be cold? It s August. A heat wave is on. Thousands of fish dead in the River Seine. ’

*

Q: Did you think you would miraculously survive? 

SEBERG: I can hear the Iowa river. I m back at the start. A river surrounded by cliffs rises from the cornfield countryside. The’  
green has a divinity to it. It s my druggist father s fishing day. No one believed I was burning with fever. Like Saint Joan when’ ’  
Preminger put me to the stake. I dragged myself along, before dropping to the ground. Visions filled me. I lived the future. I 
blink my wide-open sun-scalded eyes. What world is this? Where am I? I can see a stone house on a cliff set way up on the 
coolest rocks. Who lives there in the sky house? A beautiful actress? An aging celebrity God? 

Eleanor Leonne Bennett



Pardon a Woman Who Asked: a Terza Rima
Carol Smallwood

A situation has not been satisfactorily liquidated“ …
until we have achieved, not merely an outward
reaction through our movements, but also an
inward reaction…”

-Pierre Janet, Psychological Healing

Psychological healing is achieved
when our past is understood and resolved

so crippling trauma is relieved

Child and marital abuse lack recognition,
victims are called ungrateful, blamed

for upsetting family position

Adopted daughters should express gratitude,
wives think of family before all--

questioning s not an acceptable attitude’

So how do women stop post-traumatic stress
and be healed by liquidating the past
with covert incest rarely addressed?

Who do we tell what happened for resolution
and keep terror in the past---
there must be some solution

Perhaps you ll agree the problem is vast’
and will pardon a woman who asked
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Terror That Defies Triolet
Carol Smallwood

Emotional incest inside the law
isn t punishable like ordinary rape’

yet its gouges have long claws.
Emotional incest inside the law

tears gaps impossible to withdraw,
lifelong terror defying shape.

Emotional incest inside the law
isn t punishable like ordinary rape.’

Eleanor Leonne Bennett



Selections from American Amnesiac
Diane Raptosh

The first known use of John Doe: England, 1659:
To prosecute the suit, to witt John Doe and Richard Roe. 

May go back as far as King Edward III. This means
the search for objectivity describes the Universal Man

as some guy straight from the land of bangers and mash. Or Cambridge,
Mass. While I digress, neutrality s bias carries vitamin water’

for the power elite. Facts watch themselves in the hippocampus: I m sure’
you ve  heard this all before, to wit I am John Doe, and pale American’

males are pretty much seething. I m light as shorn wheat. I glint a damp’
tinge of pink. I ve no sense of who I m supposed to be. But I m o.k. with it.’ ’ ’

I buy the jujubes I used to eat during years that I blank on. Tickles
the limbic system. I write down most of what I read. And underline what s left.’

New memories spring from these acts. And lemon-scent sting. What you are not is 
half of what you are: This guy who claims he has his PhD in game has just friended me.

*

James Brown, by his own admission, was a vibe, a dance, a freedom
he keyed up for humankind. Vibration is civilization. The mover and shaker
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may serve at once as financial advisor, think-tanker, and pundit, gliding
in and out of places that enlist his help. I was such a man, impurely

sure of himself based on what I see in this r— ésumé: a non-state
actor working for firms, quasi-governmental agencies, and NGOs.

Thanks to all these photographs and notes, I know I toyed with
how to lend a self to the world, regardless of fact or track record.

Rinehart was an idea. Like money or loan, which cannot exist 
because the dollar s made of debt and as such cannot be sustained.’

Deposit leads us even further from the truth. Inside my sleeve: four hundred dollars
to both of my names. Here is my wedding ring. Here s to Jane and John Public’ —

I am your knight, your rook, your shoo-in, sole that grows with your kids  feet:’
the name s John Doe. I m dangerous to the touch as Marie Curie s cookbook.’ ’ ’

*

To lag is to go slow. To stray is to lose one s way. ’
Going too slowly isn t a stronger form of wandering from one s way.’ ’

A yogini told me that with repetition all things honest come:
Bon ami. Calm. Fort Adams fried okra. But it doesn t feel that way.’
 

Explanation: I ve yet to hear this lesson from my own mind.’
Blurs, blind spots, and memory wounds get in the way.
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She also told me if you want to earn someone s respect, ’
placing your belly button parallel with hers is the best way.

She knew how to make her bones graze the air, her shoulder blades 
slide down almost to her hips. This is another way

of saying she knew how to give each moment her entire life.
I m trying to get there. I m trying to see if there s a way’ ’ ’

to bring together all gradations of John Doe
like a huge portmanteau word there might even be a way to pronounce.

Charlene Blackwell



What to Do with My Legs
Christina Guldi

Audio of Christina jamming available at 
http://s-tick.tumblr.com/post/28633919439/christina1

So. . . . What is it exactly that I am supposed to do with my legs when he is down there? Am I
supposed to caress his spine up and down up and down and up and down with the the scaly ends of my heels? Should I wrap 
them tight around his ears so he can't hear the insecurity in my scent or the yelps of doubts circling my headboard? Should I 
flail them about to prove to him my excitement? Or will that make me look too eager? Even though today is only the 2nd time 
I've ever seen him, I don't want him to think I do this all the time. But, but really. . . . Why does that matter? Should I 
pretend I could take this or leave this? Because I can probably take this or leave this . . . depending . . . ? Will that make me 
appear more desirable? Unattainable? Should I try to appear acrobatic by pushing my feet into his shoulders and lifting up my 
mid-body to give him a better angle? I do want to try that again. I only did it once, but that guy had really small shoulders. 
This guy has some real room to get a good grip with the arch of my foot. But . . . he looks uncomfortable. Laying flat on his 
stomach with his neck at 90 degrees. If any of the men in charge of designing torture routines at Guantanamo Bay had 
attempted this on ANYONE besides other men, it just may have occurred to them that this could have been one of the more 
effective stress-positions at that freedom facility. They could even invite some over-worked career-orientated single mothers to 
sit for hours on end . . . until they were properly satisfied. Why do I always need to imagine sexual torture or gang rapes when 
I'm laying here like this? 

No, no, no. . . . Back to being productive and positive. Yeah, they could implement a mutually beneficial program like this into 
our failing prison system. Similar to the ones where the boys doing time gain life skills and self-esteem by starting organic 
gardens or rehabilitating un-adoptable pitbulls.    Should I put some pillows under my butt for some leverage? Because this 
cheerleader foot to his   shoulder thing isn't really working out. Nice try for a minute, but. I have these five extra pillows on the 
bed. Do I interrupt his work to reach over to grab a few? But along with that comes the risk that he could misread that move 
as a critique of his techniques? It will probably help relieve the pressure in his  neck and it will definitely relieve some of the 
pressure on me for his ferocious efforts. I don't want to make him feel like he's doing an inadequate job. He's not really. Even if 
he was terrible at this, it is a courteous gesture, like offering to drive me to the airport or holding my purse while I go dance 
with  the less inhibited gay boy at the party and I should appreciate it as such. What is he doing anyway? I don't hear any 
noises anymore. Besides his tongue and a few fingers of his right hand . . . his body is still. Silent. Really . . . WHY is he down 
there? I didn't ask him to. I don't quite remember how this  even got started? I still have my shirt on. Why is my shirt still on? 
Wow, so is his. Wow. Why is his shirt still on?  

Can't I just be still and enjoy this for what it is? Live in the moment like a Zen Buddhist. Why is he doing this? It doesn't 
seem as if he knows he wants this. Did he forget where he is? He seems anxious.  He did say he was a Buddhist earlier at the 
bar, right? Was that around last call? So I'm SURE he's living in the moment. Isn't this supposed to make me feel appreciated? 
Feminine? Empowered? Why do I feel like I supposed to be rooting him on with bullhorns and sparklers somehow?  I'm not 
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really into feeling like having orgasm anyway right now. I feel like I'm supposed to have one though. Because if I don't I am 
somehow failing him . . . in his own expectations for himself. Is there something wrong with me that this isn't really making me 
feel sexy? Am I too uptight for not being able to just indulge? Why am I wishing he was kissing my shoulders or my back or 
the back of my knee instead? Why don't they ever kiss the back of my knees? How would he know if I didn't tell him? But how 
would they know if they never try? Ohh, why don't they ever kiss my knees? Why am I expecting golden swirls of equality and 
adoration to be emanating from the skins of our bodies as they mesh together? 

Lilith had expectations different from the sex that Adam was prepared to offer, too. And we see where envisioning a 
relationship without power place settings ended for Lilith. Adam being frustrated is a mild understatement after she casually 
suggested in a gentle voice, maybe there are some different versions of this whole making love thing other than the way you“  
were so very very tender with the sheep, ya know, before I was created.  Later that evening after several attempts at adjusting”  
her  position, she again stopped him and crawled out from beneath his missionary. With her refusal also came the sacrifice of 
being forced to reject the entire Paradise of Eden. Pretty big stakes. Yet another consequence is that it earns a girl the eternal 
reputation of a demon who just happened to supplement her diet of freshly rooted dandelion in exchange for freshly born babies 
according to the folks who retell this particular story. After much whining and pleading and threatening from Adam and some 
angel thugs who he hired to find her, Lilith never looked back. God, being content with malfunctions of a first attempt, decided 
to try again from the same batch of cosmic dust. It was ensured Adam was indeed awake and paying attention this time. No 
more surprise parties for Adam. He tended to be a little socially awkward, but we can't really blame him. He was alone a lot. 
He did have all of Paradise to himself just until yesterday. So in the bright light of a cloudless day . . . the hurricane of 
Formation began. Dust weaved into blood. Blood was stitched into circular patterns of mucus and muscle and bile. Spirit 
danced alongside dust and Death and the dance overcame death and continued to bleed into creation. Membrane, slops of gut, 
marrow, tendon, and muscle clashed into snakey slimes of pink. Swallowed whole. Exposed into Woman. During this vulnerable 
display, Adam sat. Silent. Open-mouth breathing for this first round of spectacular. But within the blood, his upper lip and left 
nostril slowly began snarling into shocked disgust by the grotesqueness of her Entirety. From the sight of her sticky wholeness. 
No one knows or has asked what happened to her. She has only been vaguely remembered as the Nameless One in some circles. 

Adam's repulsion quickly diminished and his hunger newly revived the next morning as he woke up to the sound of two 
elephants spending some time becoming better acquainted. The cosmic dust remained untouched. God, quick to adapt and 
driven by wise change, decided to take the ingredients directly from Adam's body. His son's constant nagging for a mate was 
relentless, so Adam was put down to sleep immediately. He slept deeply and dreamed the dreams of the fluffy comforts which 
automatically accompany the dark cave in which mysteries stay mysterious. This 3rd porridge seemed to be just the right 
temperature for Adam. He awoke delighted to his new Eve. She was appealing and barely made a sound after he shook her hand 
and then immediately mounted her. But . . . with time, it was inevitable.   Critical thinking, soulful curiosity, and finger-
pointing were destined to permanently stain her perfectly obedient reputation as well.

So while you're down there . . . want to explore the weight of our ancestral inheritance together? Why?  Why again? What is 
your intention? I didn't quite hear it the first time. Forgive my wandering mind. I have the feeling you are worried that I might 
swallow you. Maybe even slice you? Is that why you didn't bring a headlamp down with you to investigate? Wait. Wait. Then 
remind me again what your business is down there again? Do you know? Do you even know? Do you even WANT to know? I 
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was told my name was taken off the do not call  list. Is it because you were told that this a noble task in which all reputable“ ”  
lovers must participate? Is it because there isn't any lube handy? You know if you take your time . . . it is like magic . . . it will 
appear on its own. Or do you have your sights set on slithering up my front for an insertion, but in order to make it appear 
natural and seamless your decoy must be a smooth and damp transition. Or is it so if tonight turns into a tomorrow to another 
day four months from now when I'm accusing you of being a selfish lover you can have your defenses ready and aiming with, 
What about those five times I corn-cob nibbled on your clit, huh?  Is it so you can tell your buddies how erotic and wild you“ ”  

are in bed and that nothing scares you? Not even eating a hippie girl's pussy? Is it out of an unspoken obligation? Is it like 
white guilt? But man guilt? You owe our race its due? Is it so you can add a new badge of TriumphantEgoCockery to the Wall 
of Women Who You Made Squeal Rodent-like Sounds? Is it because you want me to return the favor? I'm happy to return 
favors, and I'll probably even want to IF it is not on a tally of what is owed and due. IF it is not expected or reflected upon as 
some sort of accomplishment. And definitely NOT tonight. 

Are you practicing on me, so when you do actually have enough courage to approach that girl who is always smiling that you've 
been following for months on FaceBook that works at the bookstore down the street, you'll be fairly confident in your dining 
abilities? Is that why? Do you even know? Do you want to know? I will try and just sit back and not question why. But really, 
seriously, why? Is it because I made it TOO clear that it doesn't bother me that you don't have a career or even a fucking job 
for that matter? Does that mean I don't deserve to be touched accordingly and with meaning? I was told to be grateful for what 
I do have. To be present and fully aware in this moment. As it is happening. Now.   And now I have you. Licking me silently. 
In this moment. Right now. But do I? Do I really? I wonder. These questions, if they are ever to be spoken out loud. The type 
of out loud that requires a voice to speak it strongly enough that its vibrations resonate and are translated beyond the tunnels 
of that ear of yours. Will I ever really know the truthful answers underneath the dissolvable gel capsules before they have been 
digested into empty calories?

I'm staring at those extra pillows still. Do you mind if I grab one real quick? It could make this more fun. Fun. Yeah, like the 
fun when the night began, while we were still drinking. Before I started thinking. When we were just kissing and I still had my 
skirt at Victorian-appropriate level. I know! Since there is no way of settling this right now . . . I understand you are busy and 
there is no need to talk when your mouth is so full . . . I will assume you are down there swirling your head and capturing the 
textures and the scents and rearranging them into categories of the order that you plan on remembering later. You are relishing 
in how safe and nurtured you feel down there. Right? That is what I am choosing to believe. I am thinking about how you don't 
know me . . . or not very much about me, but right now I will shift this momentum and know that you are actually feeling me 
and your curiosity and intrigue of me is what is driving you right now. I'm doing it. I'm grabbing those pillows. And you can be 
assured that you are not being critiqued. Your technique is not being compared or analyzed. By you or by me. Not only are you 
safe and nourished, but you are being applauded by my non-rhythmic spells of moans which are congratulating the intention of 
your tongues. The intention. You are free to explore and I invite you farther into this. And my body responds. And we can 
dissolve together into this breaking of bread, this breaking out of this ignorant sexual inheritance. Right now just for a bit. 
Together. Embracing this instinct. I feel Nameless. And I get to forget that I even have legs.  
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On Chickenshit Lovers
Julie Jordan Avritt

It was the way I struck the stone of me on you

every time in anger that kept you coming back.

We were sick with ourselves and sick with what

the magazines called loving: just all so sickly sweet,

so anorexic and sex obsessed but subliminal. I told

you I wanted to write poems only about social justice

and third wave feminist dyke sex worker consciousness

evolution but you said, fuck that, so I fucked that and

this is the only reference to it my poems will ever write

again. It s my last homage to you, baby your leather’ —

boots and pocket watches. Clean on the inside. The way

I always imagined you, because ours was a love I constructed

in chat rooms and by Yahoo accounts or however it is you

young people do it these days because you re too afraid of’

what comes after the touching.
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Eleanor Leonne Bennett



Julie Jordan Avritt is a queer Southern lady-mama of literary flits and drifts, and one young teenaged thing. She is a 
ghostwriter and editor helping her clients to write memoir. She believes the process of writing personal stories not only reveals 
who we are, but why, and may well save us from whatever we have been. It s a universal undertaking; when we read the stories’  
of others despite the minutiae and vagary of detail we connect. Julie is a feminist dismayed by shoulds,  sniping, finger-— — ‘ ’
pointing, and general intra-group oppressions; she s a feminist interested in unification, not division.’

Eleanor Leonne Bennett is a 16-year-old internationally award-winning photographer and artist who has won first places with 
National Geographic and other prestigious publications. As an artist she feels it is her duty to represent the world around her. 
On encountering sexism in real life she has had moments in which she has felt great insult, and she finds it much easier to beat 
thousands of entrants in an art competition than to convince a bigoted person that all humans are worthy of equal treatment. 
Nevertheless, she is open to adapting, and believes that all creatives deserve a chance to shine.

Charlene Blackwell s feminism includes freedom, equal rights, independence and everything for the good of the planet. Born in’  
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, she began writing behind closed doors when she was supposed to be washing dishes. Experiences and 
choices have led Charlene to sagebrush country where she s a freelance writer, photographer, mother, wife and occasional shit-’
disturber.

Stephanie Dickinson s writing is feminist and feminine. Raised on an Iowa farm by a working single mother, her role models’  
were a triumvirate of aunt, mother, and grandmother. Stephanie writes into the maelstrom where expression and sexual violence 
collide, and as a survivor of violence her fictional world is populated by teenagers. Girls still in the vulnerable fluidity of 
becoming face the extreme situation. Inhabited by hyacinth s sunken ships and red-eyed Kabuki actors, autobiographical and’  
lushly raw, her work speaks to the transcendent, warning of self-hatred s bone soup and those who hunt the silver foxes running’  
through the human imagination.

Christina Guldi's name has no initials or punctuation afterwards. No recognized accreditations. She has always written. Writes 
shamelessly potent words. Occasionally shamefully speaking them. Her feminism: to never entertain a boy who within moments 
of meeting her thinks to himself, "She is so quiet. Tender. Mysterious." Even three cigarettes later. Still thinking, "Quiet and 
unrevealing. So innocent. Too naive to know she is so mysterious. I'll invite her to a film." Christina shares a home with three 
of her favorite people and her perfect dog. Most Fridays, only her mom calls her. She currently believes in the magic of moving 
water. 
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The mother of two daughters, Diane Raptosh has published three collections of poems, including Parents from a Different 
Alphabet (2008). An ardent feminist and a secular humanist working toward the liberation of all beings, Diane strives to write 
what Edouard Glissant has wonderfully called "the poetics of relation." A professor of English at The College of Idaho and the 
recipient of three fellowships in literature from the Idaho Commission on the Arts, she has published widely in journals and 
anthologies in the U.S. and Canada. Her fourth poetry collection, American Amnesiac, will be published by Etruscan Press in 
spring 2013.

Being a woman is at the center of Carol Smallwood's writing. She co-edited Women Writing on Family: Tips on Writing, 
Teaching and Publishing (Key Publishing House, 2012) and Women on Poetry: Writing, Revising, Publishing and Teaching 
(McFarland, 2012), which made the list of "Best Books for Writers" by Poets & Writers Magazine. Her own book, 
Compartments: Poems on Nature, Femininity, and Other Realms (Anaphora Literary Press, 2011), received a Pushcart 
nomination. Also a founder and supporter of various humane societies, Carol believes that because inequality prevails in the 
literary arts, women should support one another more.




